2023-2024 MANDATORY WORKPLACE SAFETY COURSE in English

MASTER DEGREE IN FOOD SAFETY AND FOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

Starting from November 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2023 it will be operational the new 2023 Elly sicurezza platform: https://elly2023.sicurezza.unipr.it/

The safety course is compulsory for all students who will participate in presence at the laboratory activities: before entering the labs this students have to show the certificates to the professor in charge of the labs.
The safety course however must be completed by 30 April 2024.

**Students who have already completed the entire course on the elly 2022 platform will not have to take the course again on the elly2023 platform.**

**In order to take the safety course in English, please perform the following steps:**

a) First you have to login to the website: https://elly2023.sicurezza.unipr.it/ and choose the login on the left for professors and students of Unipr ("Login docenti e studenti"). When you first login and enter the site, you might find a message informing you that you are unable to enroll in the course ("non puoi iscriverti al corso"). In this case:

b) Inform the tutors (didattica.scienzealimenti@unipr.it ) that you have made the first login

c) The tutors will enroll you, (with the help of Supporto Elly Staff)

d) Once enrolled, students can follow the course, ( https://elly2023.sicurezza.unipr.it/ – login - SECTION: SAFETY COURSE IN ENGLISH ("CORSI DI SICUREZZA IN INGLESE") .

The course is composed by 4 units:
- HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES SAFETY IN THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY AND ASSOCIATED RISKS;
- TRAINING FOR ACCESS TO BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES;
- TRAINING ON PHYSICAL RISKS;
- TRAINING FOR OFFICE ACTIVITIES

You have to follow all the units.

e) Each unit is made of video and pdf material and you have to pass a test in order to obtain the certificate.

You can login with your **standard University credentials** (username: name.surname@studenti.unipr.it + password).

If you have not yet completed the enrolment process and do not have standard University credentials, please write to didattica.scienzealimenti@unipr.it

In case of technical problems write to:

didattica.scienzealimenti@unipr.it
IMPORTANT

Pre-enrolled students who will participate at the laboratory activities in presence and who fail to enroll in the safety course must contact

didattica.scienzealimenti@unipr.it